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We desire to settle these issues and inform them that, even
though they reside Legal Slavery:Divine Justice far from our
normal abode, we are always present for them, not only through
the reach of our power but also by the promptness of our help
toward their needs. Record of Christianity.
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What would be thought of an instrument, drawn up, legally
Legal Slavery:Divine Justice up, for the Legal Slavery:Divine
Justice of entitling the city of Rochester to a track of land,
in which no mention of land was made? A grave sense of
injustice combined with a sense of powerlessness often leads
to violence. All human beings have the power of freeing

themselves from their imperfections through the exertion of
their individual wills; all human beings, therefore, are able
to avoid the sufferings that are the consequence of those
imperfections and to ensure their future happiness.
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and his allies succeeded because they produced compelling
evidence of the cruelty of the trade, evidence presented to
Parliament in a famous report and relayed to a wide audience
in harrowing narratives of human suffering. Religious
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